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The subdivision by subject of the Conference, in accordance with which this volume was arranged, was as follows: (1) 
Data Centers in Various Fields; (2) Computer Usage in Data System Organizations: (3) Data Centers for Industrial Needs: 
(4) Formulation of CODATA’s Role in Meeting the Needs of the Biological Sciences; (5) Formulation of CODATA’s Role 
in Meeting the Needs of the Geological, Geophysical, Geographical nd Astronomical Sciences; (6) Progress in Handling 
Spectroscopic Data; (7) Progress in Handling Thermodynamic Data. 
(BRIEF REVIEW SECTION) 
Finite .Strip Method in Stnrcfural Analysis by Y. K. CHEUNG. Pergamon Press, England. 1976. 228 pp. $12.50 
The finite strip method is a technique developed recently, as an outgrowth of finite element methods. for structures having 
regular geometric plans and simple boundary conditions. As the author states: ‘The finite strip method can be considered as 
a special form of the finite element procedure using the displacement approach. Unlike the standard finite element method. 
which uses polynomial displacement functions in all directions, the finite strip method calls for use of simple polynomials 
in some directions and continuously differentiable smooth series in the other directions. with the stipulation that such 
series should satisfy a priori the boundary conditions at the ends of the strips of prisms.’ 
The book is subdivided into the following chapters: (I) Finite Strip Method, (2) Bending of Plates and Plate-Beam 
Systems with Application to Slab-Beam Bridges, (3) Plane Stress Analysis, (4) Analysis of Folded Plate Structures with 
Special Reference to Box Girder Bridges, (5) Vibration and Stability of Plates and Shells, (6) Further Developments in
Finite Strip Analysis, (7) Finite Layer Method and Finite Prism Method, (8) Computation Methods and Computer Program. 
The material of the book is self-contained: it assumes only a basic knowledge of matrix algebra nd of energy theorems. 
Numerical Methods in Finite Element Analysis by BATHE and WILSON. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, June 
1976. 521 pp. $28.95 
From one of the author’s ummaries: ‘The objective of this book is to provide a basis for the understanding of the complete 
(finite element) solution process. Because finite element analysis is basically anumerical procedure, the numerical spects 
of the method are emphasized, but whenever possible physical explanations are given.’ 
The three basic subdivisions of the book are these: (I) Matrices and Linear Algebra, (2) The Finite Element Method, (3) 
Solution of Finite Element Equilibrium Equations. Within these, the chapter headings are as follows: (1) Elementary 
Concepts of Matrices, (2) Matrices and Vector Spaces, (3) Formulation of the Finite Element Method, (4) Formulation and 
Calculation of Isoparametric Finite Element Matrices, (5) Variational Formulation of the Finite Element Method, (6) 
Implementation f the Finite Element Method, (7) Solution of Equilibrium Equations in Static Analysis, (8) Solution of 
Equilibrium Equations in Dynamic Analysis, (9) Analysis of Direct Integration Methods, (10) Preliminaries to the Solution 
of Eigenproblems, (11) Solution Methods for Eigenproblems, (12) Solution of Large Eigenproblems. 
The level and the tone of the book seem to indicate that this might be an appropriate t xt for seniors or beginning 
graduate students. 
(BRIEF REVIEW SECTION) 
Applied Finite Elemenr Analysis by LARRY J. SEGERLIND. John Wiley, New York, August 1976. 401 pp. $18.95 
This is an introductory text on finite element analysis, with examples of applications for civil, mechanical nd agricultural 
engineering. It contains ome simplified computer programs, usable in a classroom situation; in fact, the entire book seems 
to have been written with those in mind who have never been exposed to finite element computations. 
The Table of Contents is as follows: (I) The Finite Element Method, (2) Discretization of the Domain, (3) Linear 
Interpolation Polynomials, (4) Interpolating Polynomials for a Discretized Region, (5) A Finite Element Formulation for 
Some Boundary Value Problems, (6) Torsion of Noncircular Sections, (7) Finite Element Methodology: Computer 
Implementation, (8)Heat Transfer by Conduction and Convection, (9) Fluid Mechanics: Irrorational Row. (10) Radial and 
Axisymmetric Field Problems, (11) Time Dependent Field Problems, (12) Solid Mechanics: Elasticity, (13) Higher-Order 
Elements: The One-Dimensional Element, (14) Higher-Order Triangular and Tetrahedral E ements, (15) The Quadrilateral 
Elements, (16) Higher-Order Elements: Computer Implementation, (17) Formulation of the Element Equations Using 
Galerkin’s Method, (IS) Computer Programs for Finite Element Instruction, (19) Concluding Remarks. 
The book has two appendices: (A) Some Aspects of the Calculus of Variations and (B) Differentiation of Matrix 
Equations. 
Also, answers to selected problems of the text are given. 
